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11FD9 𑿙 TAMIL SIGN MUUVUZHAKKU
• equals 3 uzhakku
• for the measure naazhi/padi which equals 2 uri,

use 0BF3 ௳ 
→ 0BF3 ௳  tamil day sign

11FDA 𑿚 TAMIL SIGN KURUNI
= marakkaal
• equals 8 naazhi/padi
→ 0B99 ங  tamil letter nga

11FDB 𑿛 TAMIL SIGN PATHAKKU
• equals 2 kuruni/marakkaal

11FDC 𑿜 TAMIL SIGN MUKKURUNI
• equals 3 kuruni/marakkaal
• for the measure thuuni which equals 2

pathakku, use 0BA4 த 
→ 0BA4 த  tamil letter ta
• for the measure kalam which equals 3 thuuni,

use 0BB3 ள 
→ 0BB3 ள  tamil letter lla

Old currency symbols
11FDD 𑿝 TAMIL SIGN KAACU

• small currency unit
11FDE 𑿞 TAMIL SIGN PANAM
11FDF 𑿟 TAMIL SIGN PON

• gold coin
11FE0 𑿠 TAMIL SIGN VARAAKAN

• gold coin bearing boar insignia

Symbols of weight, length, and area
11FE1 𑿡 TAMIL SIGN PAARAM

• approximately equals 500 pounds (227 kg)
11FE2 𑿢 TAMIL SIGN KUZHI

• equals 1 square kol, where 1 kol is
approximately 11 feet (3.35 m)

11FE3 𑿣 TAMIL SIGN VELI
= veeli
• equals 2000 kuzhi

Agricultural symbols
11FE4 𑿤 TAMIL WET CULTIVATION SIGN

= nansey
11FE5 𑿥 TAMIL DRY CULTIVATION SIGN

= punsey
11FE6 𑿦 TAMIL LAND SIGN

= nilam
• distinct from the rupee sign
→ 0BF9 ௹  tamil rupee sign

11FE7 𑿧 TAMIL SALT PAN SIGN
= uppalam

Clerical symbols
11FE8 𑿨 TAMIL TRADITIONAL CREDIT SIGN

= varavu
→ 0BF7 ௷  tamil credit sign

11FE9 𑿩 TAMIL TRADITIONAL NUMBER SIGN
= enn
→ 0BFA ௺  tamil number sign

11FEA 𑿪 TAMIL CURRENT SIGN
= naalathu

11FEB 𑿫 TAMIL AND ODD SIGN
= silvaanam/sillarai

11FEC 𑿬 TAMIL SPENT SIGN
= poga

11FED 𑿭 TAMIL TOTAL SIGN
= aaga

Fractions
11FC0 𑿀 TAMIL FRACTION ONE THREE-HUNDRED-AND-

TWENTIETH
= munthiri

11FC1 𑿁 TAMIL FRACTION ONE ONE-HUNDRED-AND-
SIXTIETH
= araikkaani

11FC2 𑿂 TAMIL FRACTION ONE EIGHTIETH
= kaani

11FC3 𑿃 TAMIL FRACTION ONE SIXTY-FOURTH
= kaal viisam

11FC4 𑿄 TAMIL FRACTION ONE FORTIETH
= arai maa

11FC5 𑿅 TAMIL FRACTION ONE THIRTY-SECOND
= arai viisam

11FC6 𑿆 TAMIL FRACTION THREE EIGHTIETHS
= mukkaani

11FC7 𑿇 TAMIL FRACTION THREE SIXTY-FOURTHS
= mukkaal viisam

11FC8 𑿈 TAMIL FRACTION ONE TWENTIETH
= maa
→ 0BAA ப  tamil letter pa

11FC9 𑿉 TAMIL FRACTION ONE SIXTEENTH-1
= viisam/maakaani

11FCA 𑿊 TAMIL FRACTION ONE SIXTEENTH-2
= viisam/maakaani
• alternate representation

11FCB 𑿋 TAMIL FRACTION ONE TENTH
= irumaa

11FCC 𑿌 TAMIL FRACTION ONE EIGHTH
= araikkaal

11FCD 𑿍 TAMIL FRACTION THREE TWENTIETHS
= mummaa

11FCE 𑿎 TAMIL FRACTION THREE SIXTEENTHS
= muuviisam/mummaamukkaani

11FCF 𑿏 TAMIL FRACTION ONE FIFTH
= naangu maa

11FD0 𑿐 TAMIL FRACTION ONE QUARTER
= kaal
→ 0BB5 வ  tamil letter va

11FD1 𑿑 TAMIL FRACTION ONE HALF-1
= arai

11FD2 𑿒 TAMIL FRACTION ONE HALF-2
= arai
• alternate representation

11FD3 𑿓 TAMIL FRACTION THREE QUARTERS
= mukkaal

11FD4 𑿔 TAMIL FRACTION DOWNSCALING FACTOR
KIIZH
• when prefixed to a fraction, reduces its value by

a factor of 1/320

Measures of grain
11FD5 𑿕 TAMIL SIGN NEL

• one grain of paddy
11FD6 𑿖 TAMIL SIGN CEVITU

• equals 360 nel
11FD7 𑿗 TAMIL SIGN AAZHAAKKU

• equals 5 cevitu
11FD8 𑿘 TAMIL SIGN UZHAKKU

• equals 2 aazhaakku
• for the measure uri which equals 2 uzhakku,

use the sequence 0B89 உ  0BB0 ர  0BBF $ி 
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Other symbols and abbreviations
11FEE 𑿮 TAMIL IN POSSESSION SIGN

= vasam
11FEF 𑿯 TAMIL STARTING FROM SIGN

= muthal
11FF0 𑿰 TAMIL SIGN MUTHALIYA

= et cetera
• indicates items in a series

11FF1 𑿱 TAMIL SIGN VAKAIYARAA
= et cetera
• indicates items of a family or kind

Punctuation
11FFF 𑿿 TAMIL PUNCTUATION END OF TEXT

→ 0DF4 ෴  sinhala punctuation kunddaliya


